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IN THE VALLEY.

1.
Myriad birds in the thicket sing,
Glancing and flitting on eager wing,
Leaves are green on the branches still,
But the autumn airs breathe chill.

2.
Spring is over and Summer gone,
But the birds in the valley still sing on
To the broad brown hills and the quiet sky,
Though Winter is drawing nigh.

3.
The slow wind sighs and the skies are grey,
But the little birds pipe so shrill, so gay,
So sweet to-day are the songs they sing,
They will waken the banished Spring.
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Allegretto.

Myriad birds in the thickets sing.
Glancing and flitting on eager wing, Leaves are green on the branches still, But the autumn airs breathe chill.

Spring is over and Summer
gone, But the birds in the valley still sing

on To the broad brown hills and the quiet
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sky, Though winter is drawing nigh.
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The slow wind sighs and the skies are grey, But the
The page contains sheet music and a handwritten note that reads:

"Little birds pipe so shrill, so gay; So sweet today are the songs they sing. They will waken the banished spring."

The handwriting is in English and appears to be discussing the music and its emotional content.
LULLABY.

Words by CHRISTINA ROSSETTI.

Not too slowly.

CYRIL SCOTT.
Op. 57, No. 2.

LULLABY, oh LULLABY,
Flow'rs are closed and lambs are...
**NEW SONGS.**

Two Poems—1. Voice of Vision. 2. Willow

A Ballad

A Waltz

A Gift of Silence

Don't Come to Sin, Pleasure!

The White Knight

A Reflection

Two Chinese Songs—1. Waiting. 2. A Fugue

A Song of Wine

Afternoon

A Song of London

A Round of Rest

Black Swan Song

Two Old English Lyricals—Lovely Kind and Kindly Loving

Why so Pale and Weak?

Lover's Quarell

Two Songs—1. Drawn. 2. Intemperance

Pradee

Lullaby

Sólo Llull en

Somnão

In a Fairy Boat

A Lost Love

A Veronese

An Eastern Lament

And so I made a Villena

Daffodils

Omo's Song

My Lady Sleeps

Mirage

Evening

A Loving Ditty

Arleta

The Trusting Tree

The Valley of Silence

--- Each: Price 2" net. ---

**NEW PIANOFORTE MUSIC.**

Oriental Rhapsody

Sarah

Solitude

Vespers

Ulysses

Impromptus

Lotus

Columbus

Asphodel


Notturni

Two Sketches—1. Cuckoo Call. 2. Twilight Bells


Two Alpine Sketches

Dance Negro

Sphinx


Bonets

Mazurka

Barcarolle

Intermezzo

Schottische

Suite (In the old style)—Prélude Sarabande, Menuet

Barcarolle (Wate-Wagh)

Valley Caprice

Gianoniette

--- Price 60 c. each. ---

**CLAUDE DEBUSSY,**

WRITER UPON THE COMPOSITIONS OF CYRIL SCOTT.

"Cyril Scott is one of the foremost artists of the present era. His rhythmic experiences, his technique, even his style of expression, are so unique and incomparable, indefeasible by any other, that his music is a revelation to the music lover. All his works are more than sufficient to justify the high estimation of the public, and to the young, they are an inspiration for the study of the modern trends in music."

--- From The Musical Magazine. ---

"Cyril Scott's Songs are among the most delightful and original in the English Language."

--- From The Musical Magazine. ---

"Cyril Scott's Piano Works merit the closest attention from the most discriminating critics. His music is to the young what Beethoven was to the old. His compositions are fresh and original, full of melody and spirit."

--- From The Musical Magazine. ---

"We have very few English writers of any note for the piano to-day, but of them, Cyril Scott is the very best."

--- From The Musical Magazine. ---